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Subject: contact and questions 
Date: Sun, 27 Jan 2002 21:42:43 -0500 

From: Magnus Gunther <magnus@intranet.ca> 
To: neville rubin <nrubin@compuserve.com> 

Dear Nev , 
Hope all is well . Sorry for long delay in writing . Ever since getting 
back from SA-Racism conference have been have a really lousy Crohn ' s 
attack . Left me at times bloodied- depressed and exhausted for days at a 
time . New medicine staarted 14 days ago seems to be making a difference 
but still look like a Belsen victim . 
Soem queries . 
- Is your London flat for rent . A young pal ie hes 38 has got a london 
diplomatic posting and is looking for either short term (ie till he is 
settled) or long term (one or two years) accomodation while in London . 
Terrific guy who would I think be flexible on your present arrangement 
which is (I believe) to rent with the right to stay over occasionally? 
You could not fimd a more responsible rentee . He leaves for London at 
the end of Feb . Any interest on your part? 
-I am writing a section on John Lang and was wondering if there was 
anychnce of your checking your daa s files- with his Ok obviously- to see 
if you can find any more about that first letter he wrote your Dad 
asking for help to get money from Ghana? Perhaps he has other 
correspondence which would fill out the Lang story a bit more . How and 
why he got i nto the Ghana business is still a rather thin story . 
I am also unable to tie Lang to the london court case in which Kofi 
Armah admits to giving regular amounts to a "white businessman" but 
isthen permitted to merely whisper his name to the Judge so the name 
never appeared in the court trial summary . Also the dates of the latter 
63/64 seem to be to late to implicate JL. I thought I had found a bit of 
a goldmine when I came a cross the arrest record of the Swazi 
politician Dr Zwane . Someone?? had told me the second Lang letter had 
reached the Security Brance when it was found on Zwane . But the report 
says nothing about such a document tho it does report other political 
material found on him . Ring a bell for you? 

All the best 
Magnus 

PS Did you get my diary of the Racism conference that I sent by snail 
mail? 
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